At its 1065th meeting, on 23 April 1959, the Council elected one third of the membership of the Statistical Commission, the Population Commission, the Social Commission, the Commission on Human Rights, the Commission on the Status of Women, the Commission on Narcotic Drugs and the Commission on International Commodity Trade. The composition of these functional commissions for 1960 will therefore be as follows:

**Commission on Narcotic Drugs**

- Canada* / Peru*
- China* / Turkey*
- France* / Union of Soviet Socialist Republics*
- Hungary** / United Arab Republic**
- India* / United Kingdom of Great Britain and
- Iran** / Northern Ireland*
- Mexico** / United States of America*
- Netherlands** / Yugoslavia*

/* Elected at the ninth session for an indefinite term, in accordance with the provisions of Council resolution 199 (VIII).

/** Elected at the twenty-seventh session for a term of office of three years beginning on the day of the first meeting of the Commission to be held in 1960.